
Subject: Dance
KS3
Units taught on a 6 week rotation within PE

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9

Introduction to dance
● Introduce knowledge and

understanding of physical and
expressive dance skills through
different styles of dance

Approaches to choreography
● Develop knowledge and

understanding of how dances are
created

Performing dance
● Improve and develop physical and

expressive dance skills, and
choreographic skills, through a
dance performance

How do we assess learning?

Ongoing from lesson to lesson where students will learn, remember, define and identify key dance skills. They will observe, discuss
and demonstrate these skills. They are also assessed at the end of the unit of learning, demonstrating the skills they have learnt and
developed over the 6 weeks.

Ways for parents to support learning.

- Please support your daughter/ward by encouraging them to practice for the assessment performance either at home or during
school e.g. lunch time/after school. This will support confidence building

- Also please ensure she is completing home learning tasks when they are posted on Google Classroom. These will be in the
form of quizzes or revising key words which support her assessment.

- Test key vocabulary
- Perform the dances they are learning to you at home
- Encourage them to join the dance club at school



KS4; GCSE. Years 10 and 11
Units taught

We follow the AQA GCSE Dance specification. Within this 1 year intensive course, students are required to complete the

coursework below. The coursework equates to 60% of a student's final grade in dance.

Coursework:

● Performance of two Set Phrase solo’s
● Performance in a Duet/Trio
● Choreography - creating either a solo or group choreography from a given stimulus

The final 40% of a dance student's grade is assessed through a written examination. This is where students' understanding of key
dance terms and skills are tested in relation to their coursework. They are also required to interpret and analyse 6 set works.

Examination:
● Analytical appreciation of their own work and 6 set Anthology works

How do we assess learning?

- Practical coursework is assessed in performances under exam conditions. The filmed work is sent to an external examiner
for marking.

- Written examination is in the summer exam period.
- Teacher assessment takes place during the course through regular feedback and target setting for performance and

choreography coursework. Written home learning and study books are regularly marked and mock written exams are taken
in stages to develop knowledge and understanding of the written exam

Ways for parents to support learning.
- Please support your daughter/ward by encouraging them to regularly practice for their coursework assessments either at home or during

school e.g. lunch time/after school. This will support confidence building and improve the quality of their work
- Home learning must be completed, please ensure you are encouraging, and checking the completion of home learning and that habits

are forming around time allocated to dance homework.
- Encourage regular revision of key terminology through flashcards and knowledge organisers
- Encourage the value that external workshops/theatre trips for dance has on enhancing their knowledge and understanding of the subject

and the impact these opportunities can have in their own work


